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Abstract 
 
Congress enacted sweeping reforms of the foreign policymaking process in the 
1970s. These legislative initiatives constituted a direct challenge to presidential 
powers, which had grown since U.S. involvement in World War II, culminating 
in the ‘imperial’ presidencies of Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon. Since 
1981, there has been a steady erosion of congressional powers to shape national 
security policies. This study examines the fate of congressional reforms enacted 
in the post-Vietnam, post-Watergate era, asking: what became of these reform 
laws? How has congressional authority and accountability been weakened? 
Interviews with key policymakers inform the study and a bibliographic essay 
surveying recent research and academic literature provides grounding in extant 
scholarship. The study concludes with delineation of options for 2021 and 
beyond for policymakers seeking to restore the constitutional powers of 
Congress for greater engagement in advancing sustainable national foreign 
policy commitments.  
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I. Introduction: Interbranch Policy Competition, Then and Now 
         

The American system was designed to give U.S. legislators a strong voice in shaping 

foreign policy.(1) The exclusive power to declare war and fund its prosecution, as well as Senate 

authority to approve ambassadors and treaties, was deliberately placed in Congress. In recent 

years, Congress has ducked responsibility for key international security decisions. To better 

secure long-term national security interests, this erosion of accountability must be reversed and 

reforms adopted by the next Congress.   To accomplish these goals, policymakers must be clear 

on how the constitutional balance has been upended and have a plan for its restoration. 

Cold War governance from 1945 to 1970 saw an accumulation of substantial foreign 

policymaking powers by    U.S. presidents. These presidential powers diminished the 

constitutional authorities of the ‘first branch’ of national government, the U.S. Congress. 

President Franklin Roosevelt first exploited these authorities in his third term when he finally 

overcame congressional isolationists to aid allies against Nazi Germany and Japan—but only 

after the devastating surprise attack on Pearl Harbor rallied public opinion. Then he used 

presidential powers to direct U.S. foreign relations on a notably ad hoc basis. Post-WW II 

reforms of the Truman Administration created the modern national security structure, including 

the National Security Council and the Central Intelligence Agency. Presidential powers 

accumulated in the nuclear age, especially under the pressure of such events as the Cuban 

Missile Crisis in the Kennedy Administration. These powers expanded under the so-called 

‘imperial’ presidencies of Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon, as the White House deepened 

U.S. military commitments in Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos in the undeclared war against North 

Vietnam.  
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Then, in a systematic campaign over the course of a decade, congressional leaders of both 

parties reasserted legislative prerogatives, while citing the formidable powers Article I of the 

Constitution grants Congress. Congress enacted in the 1970s a series of sweeping reform 

measures. In the international arena, these included the War Powers Resolution, to the Arms 

Export Control Act, to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Act. Each of these measures was designed 

to write Congress back into the process of shaping U.S. international security policies. From the 

budget to foreign aid, from sensitive exports to trade sanctions, Congress pushed to realign the 

exercise of domestic and international policymaking powers consistent with the Constitution. 

Congress also made significant internal reforms challenging legislative leaders to enhance 

individual legislators’ powers, while leaders of both parties in Congress defended institutional 

prerogatives. As John Lawrence notes in his first-hand account of the 1970’s reforms: “the new 

generation of legislators (were) assertively independent, skeptical of government institutions and 

their leaders, and determined to modernize, democratize, and energize (Congress).(2) 

These reforms facilitated congressional initiatives at a time when the legislative branch 

generally had a much higher reputation than at present. Also easing reformers’ path was the fact 

that President Nixon faced a Congress controlled by the opposition party, as did his unelected 

successor, Gerald Ford.  

Legislators made substantial changes to White House foreign policy proposals in the 

1970s. An embargo was placed on arms sales to an ally (Turkey). Nuclear fuel exports to another 

important democracy (India) were barred. Trade with an adversary (USSR) was curbed on 

human rights grounds through the Jackson-Vanik amendment. Funding for additional military 

commitments (Vietnam and Cambodia) was limited, then, in the end, denied. Conditions were 

attached to ratification of major treaties (Panama). Covert support for assassination of foreign 
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leaders was banned by law. Relations with a former ally (Taiwan) were dramatically bolstered 

through congressional initiatives without jeopardizing new diplomatic relations with communist 

China. Other legislators argued for greater emphasis on human rights in U.S. relations with 

countries as diverse as Indonesia, Chile, Angola and Uruguay.(3) Even junior members of the 

House had a direct impact on U.S. bilateral relations and, in the case of Angola, war and peace 

decisions. 

The context of the times drove reform. As the political historian Julian Zelizer’s 

definitive study notes, “(g)overnment reforms were a central part of the 1970s as the federal 

government moved from a relatively insulated, hierarchical and stable governing structures that 

had existed since the Progressive Era into a polity that was uncertain, partisan and highly 

conflictual.”(4) Of most enduring significance in terms of national security policymaking, 

legislators in the 1970s established in law a series of procedural gauntlets that future presidents 

would have to run before committing the nation to sustainable long-term international initiatives. 

Arms sales, nuclear exports and trade deals would be subject to review by Congress. Sustained 

overseas combat commitments would require congressional approval. Intelligence programs and 

covert activities would be subject to sustained Capitol Hill oversight. White House declarations 

of emergency could be terminated by legislative veto. 

Half a century later, the U.S. faces international challenges of a dramatically different 

nature. The Cold War has been replaced by a series of asymmetrical security threats presented by 

terrorist organizations and rogue regimes. The global pandemic, the rise of economic 

competitors, disinformation, and climate change pose new threats to U.S. security interests. And, 

of course, the institution of Congress enjoys far less voter support, as legislators are assailed for 

dodging accountability and failing to act on major policy challenges both foreign and domestic. 
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There are, nevertheless, some striking parallels between 1970 and 2020. Then, as now, 

presidents elected by a minority of voters challenged norms to press their hyper-partisan agendas 

on an ideologically divided country. Then, as now, protracted foreign conflicts have been funded 

absent declarations of war, and with diminished U.S. voter support. Efforts to repeal the open-

ended authorizations Congress approved—the 1964 Gulf of Tonkin resolution and the 2001 

Authorization for the Use of Military Force—failed. Although Presidents Carter, Reagan and 

George W. Bush made championship of human rights a prominent element of many policies, 

President Donald Trump, like President Nixon, pursued relations with dictators contemptuous of 

human rights and American values—in Asia, Moscow and the Middle East. Trump went further 

at home, assailing domestic institutions many Americans respect, from the FBI and CIA to 

network news and leading national newspapers. He has failed to consult with congressional 

leaders prior to rash moves vis-à-vis Ukraine, Russia, North Korea and Iran, with his actions 

leading to the House adoption of articles of impeachment in December 2019. 

A direct consequence of executive overreach is that the crucial public education function 

of Congress exalted by James Madison—one deemed essential to governance in a democracy—

has been tested. Procedural rights and constitutional obligations have been forfeited by a 

succession of congressional leaders. While the U.S. is again bogged down in protracted overseas 

conflicts, now in the Middle East and Southwest Asia, Congress has ducked accountability on 

key foreign policy and defense decisions. “Congress suffers from a lack of backbone on war 

votes,” Senator Tim Kaine, a Virginia Democrat, laments. “Congress has shown a complete 

unwillingness to defend its Article I power to declare war.”(5)  

Legislators have questioned strategy and tactics in Iraq and Afghanistan, while resisting 

efforts to have roll call votes to define troops’ missions. Senate leaders have resisted bipartisan 
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proposals to clarify and tighten war powers accountability.(6)  “Congress has gotten very 

comfortable having it both ways,” veteran Congressman Gerry Connolly (D-VA) notes, 

“handing over more and more power to the President that the Founders had never intended.”(7) 

Until the January 2019 switch in party leadership in the House of Representatives, there were 

few legislative efforts to set goals and limits on U.S. overseas engagements, or to curb funding 

for protracted wars.(8) Policymaking muscles no longer exercised by Congress have been 

weakened.  While some authorities over spending have been retained by the appropriations 

committees, the body of national security laws enacted in the 1970s “have been eviscerated, 

ignored or otherwise interpreted by the Executive Branch in ways that were never intended,” as 

veteran Senate Appropriations Committee clerk Timothy S. Rieser observes.(9) 

Why has this happened? Why did Congress forfeit its hard-won prerogatives? Why did 

leaders of the institution acquiesce in the diminution of congressional accountability?  

The public laws enacted by reformers in the 1970s remain on the books. They create 

options for policy entrepreneurs prepared to challenge the White House on issues as diverse as 

‘emergency’ arms sales to Saudi Arabia to sanctions on the Russian oligarchy led by Vladimir 

Putin. It is therefore important to ask: how can policymakers and scholars best understand the 

prolonged legislative retreat? This forfeiture does not advance the long-term interests of either 

major political party, or of either branch of government. What options exist for legislators eager 

to restore the powers of Congress and re-establish the checks and balances at the heart of the 

Founders’ work at the 1787 Constitutional Convention? 

This inquiry focuses on U.S. foreign policymaking from the 1970s to the current decade. 

It compares and contrasts interbranch competition in the two eras, with an interest in both 

process and outcomes. Which legislative challenges are similar, and which are different? What 
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tactics used by reformers in the 1970s might find success again now? What has changed in the 

context under which U.S. foreign policymaking powers are contested? What are the key lessons 

learned for practitioners from a half century of policymaking history?  

This inquiry draws upon an extensive survey and analysis of academic research in this 

field produced over the past half century. It is complemented by interviews with key elected 

officials and staff participants in this struggle—then and now—who have represented different 

parties, different branches of government and institutions.  

The design is both to gain a better understanding of the recent past, as well as to inform 

current challenges and future opportunities. A supplementary bibliographic essay offers 

commentary on those research efforts offering the richest insights for scholars and 

practitioners.(10) Readers should be alert to a bias for action: anticipating options for real world 

policy-makers intent upon supporting or contesting White House initiatives. This study 

emphasizes four policymaking challenges engaging legislators: making war, exporting arms, 

curbing nuclear proliferation, and funding foreign aid. The inquiry also notes issues where the 

role of Congress has proven in recent years to have less impact. The latter list includes trade, 

defense spending, intelligence oversight, and use of the Senate’s treaty ratification powers. 

 

II. What Does a ‘Resurgent’ Congress Look Like? 

To understand the limitations on congressional initiative in international policy today, it 

is important to identify the key factors that drove the resurgence of Congress during the 1970s. 

Their legacy remains quite strong today; here, as Faulkner noted, “the past is never dead. It’s not 
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even past.” Indeed, these factors can be traced over a half century, with distinct echoes in current 

policy disputes. 

Congress was successful in reclaiming some constitutional authorities in the 1970s 

largely because of five developments: 

 

--An unpopular war in Southeast Asia and a divided electorate made congressional committees 

the main locus of dissent for critics of White House policies.(11) 

--Divisions within both major political parties gave legislators dissenting from their own party 

leadership national platforms.(12) 

 --Rapid growth in congressional staff resources and in Washington think-tanks facilitated more 

in-depth legislative fact-finding. 

--Media criticism and investigative journalism challenged the official White House version of 

events, accelerating voter skepticism of executive authority, especially on Vietnam policy. 

--Party primaries for congressional seats gained new relevance, rewarding candidates who 

pressed the idea that ‘the mission of the opposition party is to oppose,’ while imperiling centrists. 

Congressional reform efforts in the 1970s were as much about challenging internal 

leadership on domestic issues as they were about combatting the executive branch over its 

conduct of foreign policy. Their taproot was the frustration of both urban Democrats and 

moderate suburban Republicans with the failure of congressional leaders to advance civil rights 

legislation (until 1964) and to curb commitments to fund an unpopular war in Southeast Asia 

(until 1975). Before they could challenge the White House, junior legislators first had to 
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challenge their own legislative leaders, both on desegregation and on Vietnam policy. The 

viewpoint of reformers—that Article I powers obliged them to challenge presidential excess—is 

best summarized by a current Member, who previously served for years as a Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee aide: “The powers of Congress with respect to war and peace are absolute,” 

Rep. Connolly argues. “While the President’s are more vague. After war has been declared by 

Congress, the President commands military assets in the field.”(13)  Here a major flaw of the 

War Power Resolution is apparent: Congress has a limited ability to block initial military 

interventions; yet, once military forces are committed, few will vote to cut off funding for troops 

under fire. This fact hamstrung House Democratic leaders 2007-10, when they held a majority 

opposed to the Iraq “war of choice,” yet continued to vote for annual defense spending bills.(14)  

III. What Were the Powers Congress Developed? 

The foreign policymaking powers Congress developed were in response to White House 

actions at the height of the Vietnam War. Yet these legislative prerogatives remain available 

today. They include: 

War Powers Resolution (1973): This measure, passed over President Nixon’s veto, requires 

timely votes by Congress to approve sustained overseas U.S. military combat deployments. 

Successive presidents of both parties have challenged its constitutionality; some have reported 

deployments ‘consistent with’ but not ‘pursuant to’ the War Powers Resolution.(15) 

Budget Impoundment and Control Act (1974): A response to President Nixon’s refusal to 

spend appropriated funds, this measure gave Congress powerful tools to develop budgeting data 

through the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office, resist rescissions proposed by the 
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President, and restrict ‘emergency’ spending not approved by legislators, as required by the 

Constitution’s Article I.(16) 

Arms Export Control Act (1976): Originally the ‘Nelson-Bingham’ amendment, this 

measure required congressional review—with procedures for votes on privileged resolutions of 

disapproval—of all major U.S. arms exports to non-NATO allies.(17) 

International Economic Emergency Powers Act (1977): This measure rescinded dozens of 

emergency authorities granted presidents dating back to WW I, while granting new powers to the 

President, subject to congressional review. The powers Congress reserved via the IEEPA to the 

legislature via a ‘legislative veto’ were subsequently struck down by Supreme Court rulings in 

1983. 

Nuclear Nonproliferation Act (1978): Rep. Jonathan Bingham (D-NY) and Senator John 

Glenn (D-OH) authored this comprehensive rewrite of U.S. nuclear export laws to bar sales of 

weapons-capable fuel facilities. In the wake of India’s diversion of peaceful use technology from 

the U.S. to test in 1974 a nuclear weapon, the measure sanctioned allies who engaged in 

promiscuous nuclear export practices or who rejected ‘full-scope’ safeguards and UN 

inspections.(18) 

Contemporaneously, Congress created House and Senate intelligence committees charged 

with conducting oversight of budgets and covert programs, building on investigations of the CIA 

led by Sen. Frank Church (D-ID) and Rep. Leo Ryan (D-CA). Congress created a ‘fast-track’ 

process for considering proposed trade deals. This forfeited congressional control over tariffs, 

traditionally a congressional prerogative, while providing for up-or-down votes on trade 

agreements. Congress also required review (with options for disapproval) of executive 
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agreements, anticipating the declining number of international accords submitted as formal 

treaties.(19) Subsequently Congress required annual reports on other nations’ human rights 

records, as well as detailed annual reports on military threats posed by Moscow and, later, by 

Beijing. This era saw vigorous oversight by authorizers and appropriators, with the Senate 

Foreign Relations and Armed Services Committees routinely holding public hearings on both 

crises and opportunities for U.S. international security policies.(20) 

IV. Why Has Congress Forfeited These Powers? 

There are a number of factors to weigh in identifying the causes of congressional decline 

in shaping international security policies. One postulate needs to be debunked early on; it is not 

for lack of hearings that Congress has failed. True, there has been a decline in the number of 

challenges to an incumbent president during periods of unified government. Yet, numerous 

academic studies show that in periods of divided government—now the norm—Congress has 

shown itself capable of using hearings to challenge the executive, to educate the public, and to 

build the case for alternative policies.(21) Note the caveat: both Presidents Obama and Trump 

enjoyed two year ‘honeymoons’ where Congress was relatively quiescent, before their political 

opposition gained control of the House in 2011 and 2019. More vigorous congressional oversight 

ensued both times.  

Much of the congressional posturing in this era was partisan, as former House Foreign 

Affairs Committee Chairwoman Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (R-FL) acknowledges: “The unwritten 

code of conduct now is to provide cover for a president of your own party, or to attack if he is 

not…every vote now is a ‘gotcha’ vote. And every election could be a wave election.”(22)  
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“The Republicans in the Senate and in the House think they’re in a Parliament, and their 

responsibility is to a prime minister to whom they owe party loyalty,” maintains George W. Bush 

Justice Department official Stuart Gerson. “That’s not the American tradition. One can exercise 

substantial executive power, but that doesn’t mean the legislative branch should be dead.”(23) 

Partisans have avoided some subjects, as in 2017-18, when the GOP majority managed to go two 

years without a single public hearing on Russia, Crimea, and the influence of Moscow oligarchs’ 

money in undermining democratic elections.(24) Similarly, Democrats continued to fund 

military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan through the Obama years. Then in 2019, in the 

months leading up to the full House vote on impeachment of President Trump, the U.S. Senate 

“failed to have a single hearing on the successful campaign to sack a career ambassador (to 

Ukraine),” Kaine notes, “with profound negative impact on the Foreign Service through this 

outsourcing of U.S. foreign policy to the President’s lawyer, Rudy Giuliani.”(25) Research 

demonstrates that there has not been a drastic reduction in the number of foreign policy-related 

Hill hearings, however. It is not for lack of hearings that Congress has lost power.(26) 

A second misleading postulate needs to be addressed. The argument is made that twenty-

four-hour asymmetrical combat against non-state actors and terrorist threats is unique to the post-

Cold War era, and thus justifies placing exceptional powers in a unified White House command. 

According to this line of argument, developed by then Rep. (and later Vice President) Dick 

Cheney (R-WY), the ‘Global War on Terror’ holds unique challenges that require Congress to 

take a back seat.(27)   Of course, the same argument could be made for the Cold War world of 

60,000 nuclear weapons, with forward based missiles in Cuba and Turkey capable of making 

decapitation strikes within minutes. Former Republican Chief of Staff for the Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee, later Assistant Secretary of State, Jeffrey Bergner best articulates this line 
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of reasoning: “As the face of war is shaped more and more by standoff weapons, drones, and 

cyberwarfare, it seems less and less likely that Congress will assert its role in authorizing 

military actions.”(28)  

Conversely, the Cold War did not require Congress to forfeit its foreign policymaking 

powers. In fact, Congress expanded its powers in the 1970s, during a time of high U.S.-Soviet 

tensions. Defenders of a strong role for Congress reject the ‘special circumstances’ argument. 

“The idea that the executive needs ever more power because of the challenges of counter-

terrorism doesn’t pass the smell test,” Rep. Connolly insists.(29) 

Research on this question, supplemented by interviews with leading policymakers, offer 

details that reveal how profoundly the policymaking environment has been altered.(30) 

First, there are ever fewer centrists elected to Congress from either major party, and those 

that remain find few electoral incentives for taking tough votes on international policy. 

Consequently, there are fewer Members prepared to place institutional prerogatives over partisan 

politics. In the late 1980s, there were a dozen liberal Republicans to ‘the left’ of conservative 

Democrats, often from southern states, and vice versa. In the last Congress, the most 

conservative senator in the Democratic caucus, Joe Manchin of West Virginia, was still ranked 

as more liberal than the most moderate Republican, Susan Collins of Maine.(31) Those who 

challenge party orthodoxy, or who reach across the political aisle to support a bipartisan 

compromise—or to defend the institutional prerogatives of Congress—are at greater risk of 

being defeated. As a consequence, Members of both parties have adopted a classic ‘blame 

avoidance’ strategy to dodge difficult votes while reserving the ability to blame the President for 

foreign initiatives gone awry.(32) In fact, several powerful Senate Foreign Relations Committee 

chairmen have lost their re-election bids. The list includes William Fulbright of Arkansas, Frank 
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Church of Idaho and Charles Percy of Illinois. Many incumbents now fear primary election 

challenges more than general elections. Primary voters defeated relative moderates such as 

Senate Foreign Relations Committee Chairman Richard Lugar (R-IN) in 2010, while Trump 

critic Bob Corker, a popular Tennessee Republican retired unexpectedly in 2019. The much-

noted ‘sorting out’ of parties has significantly increased party-line voting while dis-incentivizing 

would-be champions of the institution of Congress.(33) This has occurred most notably on 

domestic issues such as health care—not a single Republican voted for Obamacare, even after 

Democrats accepted scores of GOP-sponsored amendments. Stimulus spending and tax cuts also 

became party-line votes in the House. Yet, it also happened on issues like the Iran nuclear pact, 

where Republicans voted en bloc against an agreement that had been supported by U.S. and 

Israeli military and intelligence leaders, five United Nations Security Council partners, including 

key European allies, as well as Russia and China. This party-line voting on security matters and 

the failure to defend institutional prerogatives “makes it easier for future administrations to just 

ignore the will of Congress,” Senator Chris Coons (D-DE) observes, “it means there’ll be less 

and less bipartisanship in defending Congress.(34)     

In this hyper-polarized legislative environment, bipartisan coalitions to sustain 

Washington’s international policy initiatives are very difficult to achieve. This harms U.S. 

national security interests. Former GOP Chairwoman Ros-Lehtinen graphically describes the 

difficulty of passing even a routine State Department authorization in this environment: “The 

House Foreign Affairs Committee mark-up on the State Department funding bill suffered from 

dozens of amendments that were simply about social engineering and political messaging. When 

you try to bring a bill like that to the floor, with so many divisive social issues, you get a ‘No’ 

from leadership.”(35) Similarly, nonpartisan efforts to defend the institution of Congress have 
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been weakened. As one former House leader and veteran appropriator, Vic Fazio of California, 

recently testified, “The job of the minority is now to make sure that the governing majority 

accomplishes little or nothing.”(36) 

A second factor in Capitol Hill’s decline has been the twenty-four-hour news cycle and the 

rise of social media. Both have made nuanced positioning on breaking foreign developments 

more difficult. Flip comments by inveterate Twitter users crowd out more thoughtful analysis. 

Hard line positions are rewarded by voters and locked in early by earned media coverage. The 

President of the United States boasted by Tweet in 2019 about nominating a poorly qualified, 

controversial Director of National Intelligence, then counting on the press to ‘vet’ him after the 

presidential announcement.(37) Legislators also spend far less time in Washington working 

together. Bipartisan CODELS (“congressional delegations”) making fact-finding missions 

overseas, have been cut back.  In the Senate, leaders have doubled the number of committee 

assignments while reducing the number of substantive bills given consideration. Consequently, 

recent research has shown, that there is greater policy diversification and less specialization.(38) 

Legislators are increasingly generalists, fewer are specialists in foreign or defense policy. The 

development of policymaking expertise, especially in foreign policy, an area deemed of less 

interest to voters, is punished rather than rewarded. In addition, term limits on committee 

chairs—a reform initiative from decades past—has further reduced the development of expertise 

necessary to stand up to a unified executive branch front led by the President. 

A third factor is that the marquee foreign policymaking committees, panels that once 

wielded the power to check presidents, have themselves declined. The Senate Foreign Relations 

Committee is Exhibit A here. The committee was once a panel led by vigorous challengers to 

presidential authority. William Fulbright used it to build a national case against the Vietnam War 
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expanded by his political ally, fellow southern Democrat Lyndon Johnson. Frank Church used 

the panel to build the case for nuclear arms control and the Panama Canal treaties, while 

checking CIA excesses. Republican Jesse Helms pressed from his leadership position on the 

panel to curb U.S. support for international organizations.(39) Such was the high esteem of the 

panel that Senator Jack Kennedy’s father, eager to prepare for the 1960 presidential contrast, 

implored then-Senate Majority Leader LBJ to grant his son a seat on the panel in the 1950s, 

blocking a more senior political rival, Estes Kefauver. 

In the last Congress, the committee was led by a quiet isolationist from Idaho, Jim Risch, 

who is not held in high regard by foreign policy experts on both sides of the aisle. The Senate 

panel that once seated Dick Lugar, John Kerry, Chuck Hagel and Barack Obama still attracts 

White House aspirants. Ted Cruz of Texas, Rand Paul of Kentucky, and Marco Rubio of Florida 

all joined the panel prior to their own presidential campaigns. But this panel, and its House 

counterpart, are now deemed by most legislators less desirable than in previous eras. The House 

committee still attracts some legislators committed to a strong institutional role for Congress. But 

it also has Members enamored of foreign travel and well-supported by interest groups with a 

stake in international matters. In the House, where Members face voters every two years and are 

more tied to parochial districts, getting Members to serve on the Foreign Affairs Committee has 

been a challenge for party leaders.(40) 

The reason why these two key authorizing committees have lost much of their luster and 

influence is clear: they rarely pass any significant legislation. In fact, few major committees of 

Congress act less on legislation. With no significant treaties coming before the Senate in the last 

decade, the Foreign Relations panel garners less public and press attention. With no 

authorization debates, it has legislative power over fewer funds and programs. In the void left by 
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decades of failing to pass even an annual authorization bill for the State Department, the 

committees and their public education functions, even their champions and leaders concede, are 

less relevant.(41) Today the work of the House and Senate foreign affairs committees, which 

employ several dozen senior staff experts on bilateral relationships and regional security 

challenges, is often “eviscerated by four appropriations subcommittee clerks, who are not foreign 

policy experts,” as one veteran legislator laments.(42) It should be noted, this phenomenon 

obtains on most legislation, not just on national security matters. 

The limited power of Congress to shape national security policy has thus been transferred, 

in large measure, to a small coterie of staff on two subcommittees of the Appropriations 

Committees. This is a distinction with major consequences. Appropriations subcommittees are 

far less accessible to press or the public. Appropriations legislation is much more closely held. 

Committee operations are less transparent. Detailed policy riders now routinely appear in 

omnibus measures, sometimes as a courtesy to supplicant members from the foreign affairs 

committees responsible for authorizing related programs. They are backed by few if any foreign 

policy hearings beyond the once a year set-piece presentations of budget testimony by the 

Secretaries of State and Defense. They are less accountable. Indeed, appropriations measures are, 

by Senate rule, not intended to carry a host of policy riders. Yet with constant abuse of 

continuing resolutions and gargantuan omnibus appropriations acts pushed through to keep the 

government open, measures are subject to even more deal making with less transparency and 

accountability. 

As a consequence, most foreign assistance policy initiatives from Congress—the 1984 

“Boland amendment” barring U.S. assistance to the Nicaraguan contras, for instance—are buried 

in lengthy appropriations measures. Congress has only passed all its individual spending 
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measures before the start of the fiscal year four times in the last forty years. Because Congress 

has failed 36 out of 40 times, foreign policy initiatives by Congress are often obscured in an 

omnibus end-of-the-year measure. (43) There they are often overshadowed by major domestic 

issues riding the same legislative vehicle.  

Authorizers fail to follow ‘regular order.’ Too often foreign policymakers have not 

received public testimony, developed a hearing record, held accessible public committee mark-

ups, addressed floor amendments and conference committee proposals. This failure limits 

transparency and accountability. “If the authorizers did their job,” one veteran Appropriations 

Committee staffer concedes, “we appropriators would have much less influence.”(44)  

The decline of the authorizing committees and the increasing practice of having party 

leaders draft key bills for prompt floor action reduces the value of committee expertise. The 

failure of authorizers to legislate also creates a power vacuum. As in other areas of government, 

where Congress permits a power vacuum to form, it is an invitation for executive overreach via 

executive orders and unilateral action. 

 “Where is the incentive for Congress to step up?” former GOP Assistant Secretary of State 

Bergner asks. “Congress is quite comfortable with the role it has constructed for itself: passing 

the real work to the executive branch and retaining the role of kibitzer-in-chief. The coin of the 

realm is no longer legislative craftsmanship, but rather public notoriety.”(45)  Members 

concerned about possible primary challenges and anxious to raise campaign funds are drawn 

towards media coverage and away from unglamorous committee proceedings. 

 

V. The Myth of a Nonpartisan Foreign Policy 
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        One final myth needs to be dissected to clarify the obligations of an accountable Congress. 

There is a talking point White House officials routinely use to assail activist legislators for, 

supposedly, introducing seamy electoral considerations into the highbrow realm of security 

policy. The caricature executive branch champions have used in the past is that the clumsiness of 

having ‘538 Secretaries of State’ requires deferral to the executive branch. 

When Congress does attempt to impose some limits on presidential action, invariably the 

institution is upbraided—even from within—for challenging the White House. “It’s shameful,” 

House Minority Whip Liz Cheney (R-WY) claimed after the House adopted amendments to the 

2020 defense bill designed to check President Trump’s support for Saudi Arabia. “They’re 

failing to uphold their constitutional duty…When Congress politicizes the National Defense 

Authorization Act, we are not worthy.” (46) In this manner, some legislators fail to defend their 

own institutional prerogatives. They reduce accountability, and, in the end, make long-term U.S. 

national security commitments less sustainable because they do not have the express buy-in of a 

majority of the 538 elected representatives of American voters.  

As former Republican Chairwoman Ros-Lehtinen notes, leadership will protect Members 

from taking tough votes. And there is irony in the fact that, as one veteran Senate chief of staff 

notes, Congress repeatedly defers efforts to reform war powers laws. Legislators “wait for a 

specific newsworthy crisis to create pressure for action—then resist efforts to address 

constitutional questions in the heat of the moment.”(47) This pattern once again played out in 

January 2020 when President Trump abruptly ordered the assassination of Iran’s top military 

leader, sparking calls in Congress to reform war powers laws to constrain him. 

The skeptical views of congressional obligations to be accountable for national security 

policies the legislature funds are based on a myth, the false notion that politics should always 
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‘stop at the water’s edge.’ Analysis of American history shows that as a rule, they do not. They 

very rarely have. Foreign policy decisions are fiercely contested by politicians—and have been 

since the founding of the nation. Different views on relations with Britain and France bitterly 

divided our national politics from 1776-1826. Domestic challenges to presidential diplomatic 

initiatives bedeviled Presidents Washington, Adams and Jefferson. The domestic politics of 

foreign policy positions led to Adams’ defeat. They caused Jefferson to leave office deeply 

frustrated after imposing a trade embargo on both England and France, ultimately leading to the 

disastrous War of 1812.  

Domestic politics similarly prevented President Woodrow Wilson from gaining 

ratification of the League of Nations treaty after World War I. They prevented FDR from aiding 

Britain under Nazi assault for more than two years after Hitler’s Germany invaded neighbors in 

1939. When the U.S. was bitterly divided over what proved to be a disastrous war of choice, the 

2002 U.S. attack on Iraq, White House advisor Karl Rove encouraged Republicans to “run on the 

war.”(48)  

The rare periods of bipartisan consensus (1942-1945, or in the weeks after the 2001 

terrorist attacks on the U.S.) should be studied for their unique characteristics. Such times of 

national unity and limited policy dissents are the exception, not the norm. This truth was 

conceded unambiguously by then-Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, who acknowledged in a 

New York Times opinion piece published in 2007, that politics routinely start at the water’s edge 

and appropriately so. (49)  Her argument is compelling; charting a new international course 

based on specific domestic priorities has been part of many presidential campaigns, dating back 

to the Adams-Jefferson contest of 1800. As Secretary Rice noted, promises to increase defense 
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spending and challenge the Soviet Union were central to Ronald Reagan’s election as President 

in 1980. 

 Partisan politics most always have been and most always will be part of how Congress 

handles foreign policy. However, in the past, there have also been congressional leaders—

institutionalists from Sam Rayburn to Everett Dirksen, from Sam Ervin to Robert C. Byrd—who 

have been prepared to defend legislative prerogatives regardless of partisan considerations. 

Congress, conservatives and liberals used to agree, needs to defend its constitutional powers and 

institutional rights against executive overreach if it is to remain relevant. Legislators had greater 

loyalty to the institution during the 1970s reform era. The institution also enjoyed greater public 

confidence than at present, perhaps as a consequence of Members’ commitments to the 

institution. 

Foreign policy inflames passions, to be sure. This is not, however, a new development. 

Legitimate differences can be prosecuted between parties in the legislative process of coalition 

building and compromise. To do nothing, most congressional  veterans interviewed for this study 

make clear, is to fail both party and institution over party.  

The Founders empowered Congress to contain foreign military deployments, to use their 

power of annual appropriations, and to wield the exclusive power to initiate hostilities by 

declaring war. Establishing these powers in a popularly-elected legislature was at the heart of the 

American Revolution. Therefore, the predictable eruption of partisan politics in Congress’ 

handling of foreign and defense policies is no justification for forfeiting power and ducking 

accountability. To do so is to reject the wisdom of the Founders, the design of the Constitution. It 

constitutes a dereliction of duty to be accountable to voters and taxpayers.  
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VI. Conclusion: Reform Options for 2021 and Beyond 

        The key to the long-term success of many U.S. foreign policy commitments is sustained 

voter support. Former GOP Secretary of State and Chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Colin Powell 

has underscored the importance of securing legislative support and holding Members 

accountable. The Powell Doctrine makes clear the notion that military deployments are 

ultimately not sustainable without express endorsement of their mission by vote of Congress. 

(50) Yet Congress often has little choice but to continue funding unpopular military 

commitments. Members fear appearing ‘weak’ on defense. Despite explicit statutory language to 

the contrary in Section 5 of the War Powers Resolution, continued military appropriations are 

often misrepresented as congressional endorsement of combat missions. The most transparent 

and accountable means of securing such an authorization is through more robust debate in 

Congress. Elected officials must sell the policy to make it sustainable, especially for record high 

defense budgets and prolonged wars. This is the premise of recent bipartisan war powers reform 

efforts. Originally drafted by Senator Kaine and the late Senator John McCain (R-AZ), current 

congressional proposals, if enacted, would force Members to vote on prolonged military 

deployments in war zones.(51) The virtue of proposed war powers reforms is that they promote 

accountability. They are designed to force the people’s representatives in Congress to vote yes or 

no on war early on, to be accountable to voters. 

“The first thing Congress must do to regain its power is to pass more bills.” That is how 

two former Members, conservative Virginia Republican Bob Goodlatte and progressive 

Colorado Democrat Dave Skaggs, prescribe solutions.(52) Be accountable, they argue. Be more 

relevant and reclaim powers granted by the Constitution. “Congress has forfeited its powers,” 
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former Senator and veteran Foreign Relations Committee legislator   Jeff Flake (R-AZ) 

concedes. “We have given up these powers because of our dysfunction.”(53) 

The powers of Congress are spelled out in the Constitution in far more detail—and are 

more extensive—than those granted to the executive. Some proponents of a ‘strong’ presidency 

are ideological conservatives, who dismiss Congress as ineffectual. Yet their resort to 

‘originalist’ or ‘strict constructionist’ views is intellectually inconsistent.  

We are a nation founded by strong skeptics of executive authority. The Continental 

Congress had only a presiding officer. The nation had no chief executive before 1789, while 

governed by the Articles of Confederation, which essentially had no executive branch. The 

Revolutionary War was fought in part to prevent a powerful executive from committing the 

colonists to war and taxing them for its prosecution without a strong legislative check. Thus, 

claims the Founders supported a ‘unitary’ executive, one empowered to override legislative 

powers at will, have no basis in historical fact. The Founders were wary of foreign intrigues. 

They specified that Congress must not only declare war, but also fund its prosecution with 

annual appropriations. 

Foreign policy would be more sustainable—and U.S. credibility stronger in the 

international arena—if Congress were on board. Using Congress to educate the public on new 

initiatives also strengthens any presidential administration’s case. This type of cooperation 

between branches was key to the success of the post-WW II Marshall Plan, which involved a 

coordinated campaign engaging Congress to make the case for new unpopular taxpayer aid to 

Europe after years of American sacrifice. So did the U.S. race to land men on the moon, framing 

a military-scientific gamble as one way to keep the Cold War from open hostilities.(54)  It would 

seem this education function is especially important in an age of populism, where foreign service 
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professionals are suspect in some quarters. “Today’s foreign policy elite,” scholar Stephen Walt 

argues, “ is a dysfunctional caste of privileged insiders who are frequently disdainful of 

alternative perspectives and insulated both professionally and personally from the consequences 

of the policies they promote.”(55) 

A more engaged Congress is in the national interest. There is a broad and deep record of 

scholarship affirming that effective lawmaking requires Congress to step up to its constitutional 

responsibilities. That requires respect for ‘regular order’, for advancing legislation through 

public hearings in committees of expertise and developing a legislative record. It means use of 

the budgeting power of the purse. It means passing bills on time, or withholding Member pay, if 

necessary, until this basic constitutional duty is met. It means holding public hearings before 

attaching significant policy conditions on appropriations measures. It means using the legislative 

powers spelled out in the Constitution to provide a healthy check on a runaway executive. In 

addition, it requires sustained leadership efforts to restore the power and accountability of the 

authorizing committees, Senate Foreign Relations and House Foreign Affairs. 

The much-maligned 115th Congress of 2017-18 managed in a few instances to reassert its 

authorities on key international issues. These were on issues where core Republican principles 

were at stake. Republican majorities challenged the Trump White House as early as 2017 on 

sanctions against Russia (refusing to provide a presidential waiver). Led by GOP legislators such 

as Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Congress in 2017 (and subsequent years) rejected the White 

House push for 33% cuts gutting foreign assistance. More recently, conservative GOP Senator 

Pat Toomey of Pennsylvania has pressed legislation requiring congressional approval before the 

President imposes tariffs. “The Constitution is very unambiguous,” Toomey notes. “It assigns 

Congress the responsibility for regulating commerce with other countries and setting tariffs, and 
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yet we’ve significantly delegated that to the president.”(56)  In the 116th Congress 2019-2020, 

there was also been bipartisan support in the Senate for efforts to challenge the Trump White 

House on arms sales and war powers, with legislators such as Rand Paul (R-KY) and Mike Lee 

(R-UT) supporting the Kaine war powers initiatives, and Ohio Republican Rob Portman pressing 

for more Capitol Hill engagement on trade. 

Even before the House adopted articles of impeachment in December 2019, the House and 

Senate moved selectively to attempt to legislate curbs on President Trump’s national security 

policies, especially with regard to support for Saudi Arabia and the open-ended Authorization for 

the Use of Military Force for the post 9/11 ‘war on terror’. Congress pushed back on Saudi 

Arabia and human rights; majority votes rejecting White House initiatives were adopted in 2019 

on Yemen and arms sales. Both failed to achieve a two-thirds majority necessary to override 

presidential vetoes, despite conservative Republican Ted Cruz’s public warning that the Trump 

Administration should “follow the damn law!”(57)  

Similarly, legislators challenged the declaration of a military ‘emergency’ on the nation’s 

southern border; “we have to push back against the overuse of fake ‘emergencies’,” Kaine 

explains. “The ability of the President to pillage DOD appropriations for non-DoD 

purposes.”(58) And, of course, it was in President Trump’s conduct of foreign policy towards 

Russia and Ukraine that his actions finally led Speaker Nancy Pelosi in late 2019 to push the  

House to adopt articles of impeachment. In some cases, life-long conservatives active in the 

Republican Party agreed: “Conservatism is respect for the rule of law,” President Reagan’s 

Solicitor General Charles Fried maintained in November 2019. “Conservatism is a respect for the 

rule of law. It is a respect for tradition. The people who claim they are conservatives today are 

demanding loyalty to this completely lawless, ignorant and foul-mouthed president.”(59)  The 
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essentially party line vote in the Senate spared President Trump conviction, but he remains the 

only White House leader ever impeached for malfeasance on fundamentally international 

security issues. 

Taken together, these initiatives indicate the beginnings of a renewed push by Congress to 

regain national security policymaking powers essential if legislators are to be effective and 

accountable in charting our future course. Future leaders of a re-assertive Congress will face 

clear challenges. President Trump succeeded in disrupting the status quo and challenging 

international norms. Legislators must now demonstrate the capability to create new norms that 

can advance national interests. Several caucus groups have emerged pressing internal reforms 

and bipartisan collaboration to defend the prerogatives of Congress. In the national security 

realm, the agenda for reform is clear. This agenda should include taking at least five specific 

actions to wield foreign policymaking powers more effectively: 

1. Pass annual authorizations and on-time appropriations measures as freestanding bills, 

withholding Members’ pay until completed. 

2. Develop veto-proof bipartisan majority for war powers reform by linking their adoption 

to passage of annual defense spending bills. 

3. Check presidential abuses of ‘emergency’ authority on arms sales and border security.  

4. Sunset over-reaching and dated U.S. laws such as the 2001 Authorization for the Use of 

Military Force against Al-Qaeda. 

5. Reassert congressional powers to summon timely testimony and document production 

to aid oversight by Congress. 
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In addition, from the first day of freshman orientation, Members and Senators should 

emphasize institutional obligations and constitutional authorities on a non-partisan basis. 

Congress has a very low reputation among voters not just because of failure to be accountable on 

international measures: criticism clearly extends to its hyper-partisan divisions on the nation’s 

domestic agenda as well. Equally important, Congress must assert greater control the vast 

defense budget, both to ensure each national security mission has public support and to enhance 

accountability. In an era of an all-volunteer Army, Congress needs to develop a public record of 

the case for major military commitments. This is the best way to ensure that U.S. troops placed 

in harm’s way know that U.S. voters have their back. As former Secretary Powell insists, 

building the case for sustained voter support is key to succeeding in securing allied support for 

U.S. national security commitments.  

Taken together such reforms would enhance congressional accountability. They would 

begin to rebuild voter confidence in the legislative branch.(60) These measures could help bring 

the 538 elected representatives closer to their voters, while educating more Americans about the 

stakes of foreign policy decisions. They would thus restore the Founders’ vision, while renewing 

public trust in the accountability of the legislative branch. These actions would align U.S. foreign 

policy more closely with voter sentiment and, thus, make them more sustainable and capable of 

advancing U.S. national security interests. They would make our nation stronger. 
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transparent and accessible to the average voter. Think tanks gave renewed focus to 
the challenge of educating voters on the stakes of foreign policy decisions. See for 
example Salman Ahmed, “U.S. Foreign Policy for the Middle Class: Perspectives 
from Ohio,” Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 2018. The series will 
also include studies of Colorado and Nebraska and the impact of U.S. foreign trade 
policies on state economies. 
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